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Right-to-die plea 'serious
threat to disabled people'
Most people who contract the
rare disease go on to make a full
A woman who recovered from recovery, and it took Mrs Kenlocked-in syndrome has spoken nard a year in hospital, and sevout against the latest attempt to eral years of recovery at home,
change the law on assisted to recover from total paralysis,
suicide.
although she still cannot use her
Paul Lamb, 58, has taken up legs.
the case ·started by right-to-die
Mr Lamb, from Leeds, was
campaigner, Tony Nicklinson, severely injured in a car accident
saying the "cmel" law that forbids in 1990.
assisted deaths must be changed
For the past 23 years he has
and that he should be able to been unable to use any of his
end his life with dignity.
limbs apart from slight moveMr Nicklinson, 58, died last ment in his right hand, is in
year shortly after he lost his legal constant pain and needs roundbid to end his life with a doctor's the-clock care.
help, but his family are continAs the Court of Appeal heard
uing his campaign.
Mr Lamb's request last month
Mr Lamb, who has waived his for the right to pick up where
right to anonymity to speak out, Mr Nickl:inson left off, h e said
has joined the challenge, and in a statement that life was
_ _!t~h_;e.:,:n~~~o~cas~~es~wil~·1~Jfb~e:-ib~e~a;i:rd~i~n-j
"p~o~in~tl~es?e:ntl--he-woutd-·Hke a
the COurt of Appeal on 14th and doctor to help bim die by lethal
15th May.
injection, preferably in his own
Mr Nicklinson's widow, Jane, home.
Mr Lamb added: "I consider
said she was "over the moon"
that her late husband's cause that I have lived with these conwill continue - and said he would ditions for a lot of years and
have been equally pleased.
have·given it my best shot. Now
But Nikki Kenward, a disabled I feel worn out and I am genwoman from Shropshire who uinely fed up with my life.
spent a year in hospital with
"I feel that I cannot and do
locked-in syndron;ie, said: "Mr not want to keep living. I feel
Lamb is clearly depressed.
trapped by the situation and I
"The bad news is that disabled have no way out. I am not getting
people like me and rucks of oth- any younger and I cannot carry
ers get depressed because, just on as all that my life consists of
when we thought we might have is being fed and watered.
a place in society, along comes
"I feel that the truth is that I
another 'my life isn't worth living' have had enough. I have been
campaign.
in pain since July 1990 and there
"Even though right-to-die cam- is no way of getting rid of the
paigners keep banging on about root pain. My daily routine is
euthanasia being only for ter- tedious, monotonous and pointminally ill people, I believe that less. I often go to bed early at
these changes in the law would 5pm - such is the pointlessness
pose a genuine threat to people of it all.
like me."
"I am 58 years of age and I
In 1990, Mrs Kenward suffered am fed up of going through the
Guillain-Barre syndrome, a dis- motions oflife rather than living
order of the peripheral nervous it. I feel that enough is enough.
system that left her paralysed,
"People tell me that I must
but for my right eyelid.
keep trying - but there is only
She was unable to communi- so much that a person can take.
cate for five months, before learn"I wish I could end my own
ing to make herself understood life but I cannot."
by flickering her eyelashes.
Disability charity Scope also
By Emma Lander

strong y opposed any changes
to the law and said Mr Lamb's
views are not shared by many
disabled people.
Chief executive, Richard
Hawkes, said: "It is important
that the views of Paul Lamb are
set in context.
"Although many people will
sympathise with these cases, we
must remember that the current
law on assisted suicide protects
the lives of disabled people in
Britain.
"We must avoid any temptation to change assisted suicide
laws based on a couple of undeniably heart-wrenching and tragic cases. Many disabled people
are against any weakening of
the law, and their voices need to
be heard in this debate."

